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"2For шапу years gravitational lens effect remained only an
prediction of the theory of. relativity and the subjeot
of at) abstract studies. However, nearly for ten years the above
afreet haa been a real astrophysioal faot due to the discovery
of the double quasar- Q 0957+561 A,B £|J which represents lens
syatera with the gravitator, i.e. a compact cluster of galaxies as
well aa other lense systems. At the present time another theoretically predicted idea of quasar miorolensing is nearly in the
ваше state as the earlier idea of the lens effect by itself. The
essence of the miorolensing quasar effect consists in intermediate galaxy star projection on the quasar and considerable increase
of its brightness due to lens effect. She present paper discusses
miorolensing of the central part of the quasar, i.e. ita nucleus
kern.Microleusing is primarily of interest because of offering.
possibilities to define the quasar kern structure and transverse
velocities of the intermediate galaxy and the quasar.The present
paper studies some specific features of the predicted phenomenon.
One of the distinguishing features of the effect is the
formation of two or more object images. The image multiplicity
was predicted by Einstein [2J aad confirmed by the discovery of
the first gravitational lens. Beii,6- formed by the same radiating
surface, the multiple images must be mutually coherent to some
degree. Kefsdal was the first to call attention to the above faot
[3] and, after discovering the first gravitational lens, the ваше idea was supported by Mitskevioh [4]. The question resides in
the value of mutual coherence degree of the images. The above value is determined, on the one hand, by lens parameters and, on
the other hand, by the sizes and structure of a lensed objeot.
for the cases much like Q 0957+561 А,В lens the problem was generally solved in [5} (more exactly, the gravitator with arbitrary mass distribution and the oircle-like objeot homogeneous in
brightness were considered). As shown in [5] , the mutual ooherenoe degree was too small to detect the effect in the case of
gravitator mass ot the order of galaxy mass and larger. It was
concluded from the above that the only promising case was, apparently , quasar microlensing by stars. This problem was studied in
[б], Mutual coherenoe degree was calculated for some special oaaeg. Compared to "common" lenses, the obtained values proved to

-зbe closer to the effect detection limit, but they were not sufficiently large to be detected.
It should be emphasized that the angular dimensions and
relative positions of microlensed quasar kern images are suoh that
the above images cannot be detected separately by modern instruments. Only a general flux is accessible to observation, which,
with regard to mutual coherenoe, takes the form:
where 1X and I 2 are the fluxes from every image, \"2Г)г\is
magnitude and 4>у is the phase of mutual coherence degree. From
the above facts it transpires that the flux will oscillate in the
case of a monotonio phase variation. The relative amplitude of
oscillations is determined by the value 2:\/ji 1 г YI1+I2) I ~^iz\
and the period is determined by the velocity of ohange in phase
Ч5-^ . Because of this, the estimation of the possible mutual
ooherence degree magnitudes are of interest for different miorolens parametres, namely, single and multiple star-gravitators,
different star masses, different mutual distances between the
system components, i.e. quasar-star-observer. On the other hand,
the study shov.ld be made of the factors whioh can cause regular
phase changes, namely, intervening gravitational fields, optical
density gradients of the exatragalaotic space, gravitator configuration variation in the oase of a double star and so on.
In the present paper the mutual ooherence degree of images
for the oase of single star-gravitator is calculated. These oaloulations are true for arbitrary configuration of radiating surface and arbitrary brightness distribution on it. Owing to the
faot that the results were derived In an analytio form, it ia
possible to obtair those values of lens parametres for whioh the
mutual ooherenoe effeot reaches a maximum value.
I. PHOTOMETRIC EFFECTS AND TIMS DELAYS
To do the above stud; one should possess the data on the
image structure and the formulae for propagation times from the
objeot to the observer. The present section studies these problems.
The orders of magnitude used are briefly outlined as follows.
The effeotire dimensions of radiative quasar kern surfaoa are
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believed to be in the range from 10 J cm to 10
cm.The dietanctjo
between the object and the gravitator (the star) can vary from
50 kpc (the atar of the galaxy containing the quasar) to ЮООМро
(coamologlcal distances).The distances between the gravitatoretar and the observer are In the same range of distances as the
above onesjHamely,the distance from a Galaxy star to a cosmologiodistant star.The gravitator - star mass is adopted to be in the
range from 0,01 Ц& to 1 fAe «Ae for refraction angles of raye,
these are not over 5»10
second of arc.at the same parameters.
The following calculations are carried out in terms of
linearized Einstein gravitational theory on the approximation of
geometrical optics and small refraction angles,end under the
assumption of quasimonochromatic radiation.Inasmuch the gravitator is a point - like one,the plane gravitator formalism is used
universally where it is convenient.
Besides,it should be emphasized.that although the distances
between the objects are thought of aa being cosmological.all
the calculations should be carried out In the plane statical
space,as the introduction of coemological models does not change
sufficiently neither the essence of the problem nor the results.
It presents no special problems,when required,to carry out the
oosmological generalization.
Further we'll use the following designations: "a/1 is the
distance between the object plane and the gravitator plane,
"b" is the distance between the gravitator plane and the
observer plane.All three planes are normal to a conventionally
introduced axis (a system axis) passing through the gravitator.
Similarly oriented two - dimensional systems of Cartesian
coordinates with the origin on the axis are introduced.Aaaume
that a particular arbitrary object element has the (} ,j )
coordinates.The observer's coordinates ere {U,v ) and the
radiation passing from the elenent to the observer crosses the
gravitator plane sit jthe point (X , ^ - Ь Т Ь д above values,on
condition that / l ^ 2 , fit',г* V* j<3£ г+%*
<<• ft , 6
*
are aesooiated with the во - oalled lense equations!

i
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where {^-xC'-x, ^ > , ^ ( м , и ) }
*
deflection angle.
In the case of the point gravitator:

two

- dimensional

Further only the point gravitator case wil] be considered.
The general solution of system takes the form:
.
( 3 )
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where Z, is the gravitational radius of the gravitator.Two signs
before the square root denote that the point gravitator forms
two images:the upper sign conforms to the direct image and the
lower sign conforms to the reversed one.Without disturbing the
generality we consider that u— |A= Q .it is convenient to
introduce the polar coordinates:
•£> = YSin V
% =
Then solution (3) takes the form,'

As In the above case,the upper sign conforms to the
direct image and the lower sign conforms to the reversed one.
The lens varies the magnitude of radiation flux deteoted by
the observer.In order to derive the flux amplification factor
one can use the position common to the gravitational lenses,
namely.the radiation intensity along the ray doea not vary In
the gravitational lang aystorn.It follows from the above facts
that for a homogeneous souroe the flux amplification factor is
defined by the ratio of the areas of the radiating surface and
Its image in the gravitator plane.Indeed,if
and
are
the radiational fluxes detected by the observer,in the oases
of the absence and the presence of the lens,respect!vely,thue,

-6where So ie the зоигсе strength (its brightness) , A.S^j» is
tie source area, ASxy
is the area of the image in the gravitator plane. Hence:
( 7 )
Further the points on the object surface,- producing
caustic singularities in the Observer locus,play an important
role.Theae points can be called »protocaustical"points" or
simply "protocaustics".In the case of the point gravitator there
ia only one "protocaustie",i,,ei the intersection point of the
"observer - gravitator" straight line and the object plane.
If the quasar kern is considered as a circle homogeneous
in brightness with the radius H q .then Л S r y = ^ *Ча
-As f o r
the area of A S*« ,one should distinguish three cases:
/ t / protocaustics coincides with the quasar disk centre;
/ CL / protocaustics is within the boundaries of the disk
but it does not coincide with the disk centre;
/ etc / protocaustic is out of the disk.
Let Ц?

be a distance between the protocaustic and disk

centre.
j i / The § < = £
case.
This is the simplest case of high symmetry.

p

2(1 + *)

4)

( Ю )

The aigne in the expression for R± are in the same conformity
for Images.Formula (10) defines eo - called Einstein radius,
i.e.,the radius of the circle on the gravitator plane,which is
the image of the protocaustics on the gravitator plane.Pig.1
presents the direct (broken lines) and the reversed (dotted
llnee) images of the quasar disk.The Einstein circle is the
boundary dividing these imagee.The numerical values for the
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typical case are as follows:
Pori R a -10 1 6 cm; a - b • 0,5 x 10 2 8 cm; Ms • Me»
we obtain» R o « 3,87 x 10 16 cm; P + « 4,13 x 10 1 6 cm;
R _ « 3,63 x 10 1 6 cm;

J£/I e - 8,26; I_/Io - 7,26; (I + +I_)/I o - 15,52
These estimations show that a microlensed quasar metamorphoses
into a thin ring (actually,two nested rings,i.e. the direct and
reversed images).The brightness of the quasar increases more
than by a factor of 15.So,the quasar microleneing in terms of
photometric properties represents a rather strong effect.
The formulae for two other oases take the form:
fit / The ^ u > RQ_ case.
i

where the signs are in the same conformity.

where

<Pm

In the formula (12) the upper sign conforms to J 4 , the
lower sign conforms to J3 .
/ ccc / The
?c<^a
case.

where Ji ie defined by the above formula with % • ? .
If the quaaar,gravitator and observer have relative
tranevere* velocities,the protocaustio moves in the objeot
plane.In this case the 1 ю а amplification coeffioient varies
with time.Tto* example of such dependence J(*^)/Jo is shown in
Pig.2.Th* lene parametrea are the saae,a« in the above numerical
example.Tranaveree gravltator velooity i« considered to be
500 km/*.
The relative time delay of eignale, Si «propagating from
the ваш» point on the quasar «long the trajectories to the

-8direct and revarsed images, is a very important parameter in
the problem of the mutual coherence of the images. The propagation time from the quasar to the observer for the arbitrary type lens is equal to:

2CL

2O.

2<?

2<

where £> (X,Y) is the surface mass density of the gravitator.The
integration is performed with respect to the entire gravitator
plane. I D the case of point mass: § (x,y) = M f (0,0), For the relative time delay we obtain the expression:

l

u

j

l

*

(15}

or with respect to (9)i

Table 1 gives numerical values of the time delays for
different lene parametrea.

11. THE DEGREE OF MUTUAL COHERENCE
First it is advantageous to investigate a simple ease of a
single star - gravitator.The relative time delays 8t
for th«
different quasar points are different.The above delay is equal to
вего if a point is situated on the "observer - star" axis ( for
the protocauetice).Maximum tine delay for the quasar disk points,
depending on the distances a,b and the star masses.varies in the
range froa 5 x 10
to 10" seconds(Table 1).According tophysioal
optic*,mutual coherence of the images under the same conditions
reaches the maximum if relative time delay for all radiating
quasar points does not exceed so - called radiation coherence
time (aee.for example, [7j ).The order of magnitude of coherence
time A T is defined according to the formula AT- AV -^ 1
.where
Д1? is the brandwidth of the radiation detector.The brandwldth
used for the observations of radiosouroes is in order of S MHs
for the VLB!.In the oases of near-by gravitatore,small masses or
quaser sizes the value is in accordance with data of Table1.

-9It is considered that the optimal choice of the brandwidth in the
radio - frequency range makes it possible to satisfy the condition
that the relative time delay does not exceed the coherence time
for all quasar points.
Wow it is possible to embark on calculating of the mutual
coherence degree.By definition,the above value is equal to:

<\LV>

'

( 17 ]

г+г_
where the brackets <• > designate the averaging over time, V+
and Vare the radiation field strengths for two images in
the observer position,J+ a n d l _ are the corresponding flux
densities.The radiation is thought to be unpolarized and quasi monochromatic with the mean circular frequency 6t)
.According
to Born and Wolf [l] one can write*

( 18 )

where the summation Is made with respect to all radiating quasnr
elements,A
is the radiation amplitude from m-th element, "t7n
are the propagation times from the m-th element to the observer,
Rpb»i are the photometric distances from the element to the
observer,The above distances are defined,among other things,by
radiation - crossed gravitational field of a star gravitator.
Si'is the phase jump if the radiation passes through a caustic
The above jump is equal to zero for the direct image and is
equal to £fm -£-л
for the reversed image in the паев of a
point gravitator.The substitution of (18) Into (17) and the
standard transition from the sum to the integral on the
assumption of statistic radiation independence of each element

утл: JJ
where integration is performed with reepect to the quaenr disk,

-10(^ »12) вхв the Cartesian coordinates of disk points,
is the surface quasar brightness, S-t (Щ ,7? ) is the relative time
delay.Photometric distances are defined from the formulas
( 20 )

1=Ъ

where J is the radiation flux detected by the observer from the
point source, J o is the same radiation flux under the condition
of the gravitator absence.
Before embarking on the calculations of the mutual coherence
degree according to formula (19) it is useful, for a special
case of a point mass,to analyse generally this formula for the
lens with arbitrary mass distribution in the gravitator.The
presence of the high - frequency phase factor 6 t C O
in the
integrand (CO is considered to be large enough) makes it possible
to perform the asymptotic expansion of thia integral by the
stationary phase method.It is well-known (see,for example,ZB}t[9j)
that a main contribution to the double integral of the types ,
( 21 )

is made by the vicinities of the so-called critical points in the
range of the integration 2) .These critical points are,firstly.,
the stationary critical points,i.e. the pointв,where two first
derivatives of the phase function Ф ( * | , 2 ) are equal to zero,
and.Beoondly, the irregular critical points,where the continuity
of the functions Qi4,2 ) -and tyi^,?) or their derivatives is
disturbed.
Thus,in the case of integral (19) the stationery critical
point must obey the equations}

S€C)_

( 22 )

Uaing general expression (14) for the tlae d»l»y8£" end the
lens equations (1.),too,one сел «how that (22) reduoed to the
.«yetem:

-11where (T,,^) and (^,fjg) are the point coordinates on the gravitator plane, reflect ing the object point (£,,7?) in the first and
second images,respectively.Inasmuch as the images for a wide
class of lenses have no common points (except for the points
reflecting the protocauetic),so,aooording to (23), in this class
of lenses the stationary points do not exist,As for the protencaustics, these are the points at which the function
] goes *° infinity and the continuity of the first order derivatives of the phase f unction Sit"( Ц ,"? ) is disturbed.
In other words,the protocaustics are irregular critical points
of the integral (19).Proceeding from the above a conclusion can
be made that a main contribution to the druble integral expressing
the mutual coherence degree of two images in the lens is made by
the vicinities of protocaustics,i.e. the points causing the
caustic in the observation point.
Considering the problem of the paper itself,i.e. the case
of the single point mass gravitator,it is necessary to emphasise
that the single protocauatic,as it has already been noted,is
the intersection point of the "observer - gravitator" line and
the object plane.At this point the maximum value of S~t ( S4: ia
equal to zero this point and Is negative at other points) is
attained and the continuity of the first-order derivatives
ЪбЬ/Т> ё,
and ~b&-t/S"% is disturbed.In other words,
the modular surface of the function Sb (5,2?) is characterized
by the fact that there ie a peak in the protocaustic.As will be
shown later,the main contribution to the integral (19) is actually
made by a email vicinity near the peak.
One can turn to the direot calculation of integral (19).
Based on (20) we can obtain for the point gravitator mass:

wfeer* R L * ac-+и*-,впй <Х, ^ are the coordinates of toe intersection
point of the gravitator plane by the ray.The fact that the time
delay Sir la • function only of
.namely,the distance between
the radiating element and the protocauetic,is vary important
for further oaloulatione.lt night be well to point out the
following formulat

-12"-Z

( 25 )

A circular disk with constant brightness at evsry point is
considered as the simplest ease.Here two cases are qualitatively
distinguished:
a) The protocaustic coincides with the disk centre.
According to (5) R (and,subsequently,Rv) is the function
of r.Because of this after integrating with respect to angular
coordinate we obtains

VT,iT
where the diraensionless values :fO= ~ CO
; Si •» %- 8"t
are introduced.The integral Q in the expression for J~»2- should
be seeked aa the asymptotic expansion,considering the great
values of CO
«It is convenient here to use the method of the
stationary phase for the one - dimensional integrals /~1oJ .As a
result we obtains
^

Koto that the term A. represents the protocaustic contribution and the term В.. represents the contribution of the quasar
disk boundary.The presence of the boundary contribution to
Integral (19) is explained by the high symmetry of the above
case.
Ъ) Protocauetic is located on the disk,but it does not
ooinoide with the disk centre.
Let the protocauetic be at a distance <5c- <~ R.GL
from
the disk centre.Tho radiating disk is divided in two regions:
So
ie the circle of radius to « /? a - г=е
with the centre
in the protocaustic; <£*, is the remaining part of the disk.
Finally after Integrating with respect to the angular
coordinate we obtains

-13< 26 >
, 29 »

The integral like Q o hae already been calculated»

ft-«.-A,*«fib A , = t ^
( 31 )

As for the integral Q^.the continuity of the first-order
derivative of the cofactor
in the integrand ie disturbed on the upper limit of the integration fc = l? a + ^t
.The above fact, therefore, should be discueeed
in detail.It is required that the singular part of the integrand
should be isolated under the asymptotic expansion of the integral
<J1 based on the Erdelyi theorem fiOj (see the Appendix)*

*)*8А

( 32 )

A

The function Q ( r ) with its firat-order derivative
throughout the closed interval is continuous.The following
deaignatlons correspond to those of the Erdelyi theorem»

-14Thua.the Brdelyl theorem leads to the following expression for
the integral

Inasmuch as /\1 •= 3Zn±
.these terms (the contribution
of the boundary between the regions <SO and Gi ) in a general
expression for "jf^
destroy each other.Finally,we obtain the .
expression for yisL «

_ —£_

J-

( 35 )

With regard to (6) one can write;

To this point the cirole-like radiating surface,homogeneous
in brightness,has been disoueeed.We can show that formula (35)
is true for an arbitrary radiating surface shape with an
arbitrary brightness distribution on it.'in this case tTo
designates the brightness in the protocauetic.Note that In this
case a contribution to the expression of coherence degree T, a »
as was supposed, is made only by the protocauetio and not by the
radiating region boundary.
In the case of the high symmetry,when the radiating surface,
constant in brightness,ie point-like and the protocauetios
coincide* with the circle centre,the mutual oohereno* degree is
defined by the formulae (26) and (27).However,this oaee cannot
be realized.lt should be ooncluded that mutual coherence degree
of two microlensed ouaaar inaceB i» defined by universal
formula (35).
The estimations of {fti\ according to formula (36) for
a • 0,5 i Ю 2 8 стА1б00 Mpc / ar« summarised in Table 2.

-15Firstly It should be emphasised that,applying the above
results to real quasars,the else Rgfrom the Table 2 one can
consider aa an average агеа-effeotive dimension of the radiating
aurface / jR^ -v \f&S4v '
/ that ia essential if we
observe,for example,the disk-like radiating region from the edge.
As it follows from the data of Table 2,beginning from the
distances to the gravitator of the order of 160 Mpc and less,the
mutual coherence effect of kern images of the quasar microlensed
by a single star becomes sufficient and,in some oaees,can be
detected in the radio - frequency range.Moreover,It is expected
that the mutual coherence degree ia sufficiently greater for the
double and multiple etar-gravitators.lt should be emphasised that,
as the cases of the protocaustic locating on the radiating surface
has been discussed,the application of the wave optics might lead
to the sufficient oorrections.lt is required to carry out an
analysis of this problem in future.Moreover,two aspeots of this
problem require a detailed analysis.Firstly,what ia the poesibi lity of the microlensing effeot Itself of the quasar Чегп.Негв
different situations in the space should be considered:passage
of quasar radiation through the inner and peripheries regions,
interseotlon by a ray of one and the same quasar of a great
number of (up to a soore) galaxies,probable microlensing of the
quasars by the hypothetic small masses is the galaxy coronas and
the intergalaxy space and so on.
As for the second aspect,it refers to the expected velooity
of change in the mutual coherence degree phase
fy
.This
velocity,as has been already stressed,defines the period of the
microlensed quasar flux oscillations.lt depends on the speolfio
possible factors causing the above changestthe gravitational
fields of the intermediate bodies with du« regard for their
transverse motions,local gradients of "optical" density on the
line of sight and so on.
The authors are grateful to Zhdanov V.I., Parnovaky S.L.,
and Khmil S.V. for the discussion of the paper and valuable
remarks.

-16APPEHDIX
The Erdelvi theorem
(The theorem is presented ad hoo taking into aooount only
the first terras of an asymptotic) expansion).
Let 0 < y\,/<-^.±
i g (t) be the function with the
continuous firet-order derivative over the interval ^ s ^ g o ,
h (t) be the differentiable function and

where %>,<£> ^ i.
and h1 (1^) is the positive function over the
interval Ы. <Z t < B>
having the oontinuoua first-order
derivative. Then

f*)

t e>o
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ю-1

ю-8
ю-63
ю-

1,,963 x 1 0 4
2
1 .,962 x 1 0
1
5,,599 x ю3
6 , 207 x 1 0
1
6 , 267 X 1 0

1014
1016
1018

611
1 , 611

X

10-7
10-5

2 , 425

X

Ю-3

1
4, 124 x 10-

14

5. 097

X

Ю-7

1 . ?62 x 1 0 3

0

16

10
1018

1 t

X

1

5,095 x Ю"5
5,438 x 10-3

1,963 x 10 1
1 > 8 3 9 x 10-1

-20ТаЫе 1.
(the and)

а
от

Ъ
от

R
8

пв

a

от

3

ю-

ю

10 "
101в.

ю

1С" 1

Ю 2 8 1,5 х 1 0 2 3 1

14
1б<

14

ю16
ю 18
ю14
ю16
101в

ю14
ю16

10

10

ю

2

1в

ю14

ю

16

101в

б ,241 х
6 ,240 х

6 ,854 х

А*
kHz

12

ю- "
ю- 10

ю-8

11

б ,253 х юб ,240 х 10-9
7
б,,246 х Ю -

-10

1,,984 х 10
8
1 ,,973 х ю6
1,,973 х ю-

ю- 1 0

1 ,602 х 1 0 8
1 ,603 х 1 0 6
1 ,459 х 10*
1 ,599 х 10?
1 ,603 х 1 0 5
1 ,601 х 1 0 3
6
5 ,040 х 1 0

4
5 ,068 х ю
2
5 ,068 х ю

б, 241 х
б, 240 х

ю-6
ю-

1 ,570 х 1Об
4
1 ,602 х ю
2
1 ,603 х ю

2 , 147 х

ю-9

4 ,658 х

6,,369 х

8

1 , 975 х 10-7
1 , 973 х 10-5

ю5

3
5 ,063 х 1 0
1
5 ,068 х ю

-21Table ?..
Tho valuea for mutual coherence degree of microlt-nsed
quaenr images for different d_stances to gravitator.denoted
by b and the detecting radiation wavelength is Я -The vnlua
Л)1+ I_ /( Tь M _ ) l s close to unity for all cases.

M / M,

b
cm

cm

5 x 10

25
3 x 1O

3

24

1 ,850
1 ,850
1 ,850
9,248

X 10~

5

X 10-

4

o,01
o,,01

1016
1015
1015
1015

18
18
18
90

2 ,169 X io-2

1
1
o,01
o,01

1016
1015
1015
1С15

18
18
18

1 ,693 X 10-4
1,,693 X 10-3
1,,693 X 10" 2

90

8,,464 X

1016
1015
1015

18
18
18

wv->

90

4
5,,340 X Ю3
5,,340 X ю2
5,,340 X ю- "

2,670 X

ю-1

18
18

\,359
4,359

X

Ю-3

X

ю-2

1
1
x 1O

Distance ecale to
the gravitators

[Я,

18
90

о,01
о,01
1
1

5 x 1O26

18
18

IК J

101b
1015
1015
1015

1
1
27

я
cm

0,01
o,01
1
1

4 ,5 x 1 0 2 2 0 ,01
0 ,01

10

16

1015
15

1O
1015

18
90

4,338
4,338
4 ,338

4,359

3
X TO"
X 10-3

b % 1600 Mpc
cosmological
distances

X 10-5
X 10-

4

X 10"3

X

1,0

ю-2

1

ю-

b z 160 Mpc
mean
distances

b ~ 10 Mpc
in the boundariee
of the Local
eupercluster
b X 1 Mpc
near galaxies

b Z15 kpc
Galaxy
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